LEGAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AND LEGAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
A PRELIMINARY INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Justin W. Evans* & Anthony L. Gabel**
We consider how the international business best strategically accounts for the various legal
environments in which it operates. A recent, small body of literature explores the use of the law
in competitive advantage. Though laudatory in many respects, this literature neglects the
international scope by assuming the luxury of high rule of law institutions. This article proposes
both an extension of these thoughts and the formulation of new ideas in the distinctive realm of
international business.
Managers too often view the law as a mere constraint while their attorneys focus zealously on
the avoidance of risk. These extremes err: for nearly every risk the law imposes, it creates a
corresponding opportunity for value creation. This holds especially true in higher risk (lower
rule of law) jurisdictions. Where it seems that legal uncertainty has removed an opportunity
from the market, the opportunity usually has not been lost; rather, it simply has been reallocated
from the economic sphere to the legal sphere. Accordingly, firms must fully integrate the law
into their strategic thinking, and “conventional lawyers” must be replaced with “entrepreneurial
lawyers”—counsel capable of approaching the legal marketplace as a traditional entrepreneur
approaches the economic realm. The preliminary framework presented here defines and
explores these goals. International managers and lawyers are urged to view the law, and the
role of attorneys, in a fundamentally different way.
I. INTRODUCTION
In light of globalization’s prominence, it seems strange that so little literature has
investigated the law’s role in international business strategy. Questions thus arise: how can the
law engender competitive advantage across jurisdictions, and how should international
executives and their counsel approach the law strategically? We submit that the answers largely
turn upon meaningfully defining “the rule of law” and on the recognition of a new breed of
attorney—the entrepreneurial lawyer. This paper proposes the beginnings of a framework to
guide the synthesis of law and international strategy.
Nearly a decade has passed since Larry Downes presciently observed that “[l]aw is the
last great untapped source of competitive advantage.”1 Yet “the gulf between the lawyer and
strategist remains wide. Managers view the regulatory environment as an impediment to
growth,” while “[l]awyers train primarily to advocate rather than to counsel”2 and to minimize
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their clients’ exposure to risk. The dissonance between managers and attorneys has led to the
law’s pronounced neglect as a strategic business resource.
Discussing the law’s role in competitive advantage raises a serious challenge: virtually all
of the literature on point assumes a high rule of law backdrop, and in particular takes for granted
the presence and correctness of Western institutions.3 Still, “it may be possible to build a
definition of the rule of law around a central tenet of Western and non-Western traditions ….”4
By necessity, defining the “rule of law” is a fluid, qualitative process—but it need not be
arbitrary. While this paper addresses some abstractions, its most basic inquiry is the practical
question5 of how managers and their counsel ought to account for the law in international
business strategy. We contend that “the rule of law” describes the very realm of opportunity for
strategic legal advantage. Extracting competitive value across jurisdictions requires that we
understand “the rule of law” from the business perspective—in effect, the extent to which legal
institutions reallocate business opportunities away from the market and into the legal and
political systems of a given jurisdiction.
Countries observe the rule of law in different ways and to differing degrees. Western
impulses prefer “high rule of law” jurisdictions: transparent legal systems that empower firms to
plan and act in the economic realm. Correspondingly, firms disfavor “low rule of law”
jurisdictions where opaque legal systems create economic uncertainties and risks. Jurisdictional
rule of law differences can be traced to several basic sources of legal flexibility. Depending
upon their variety and prevalence, these flexibilities create both legal risks and legal
opportunities. Using the framework proposed here to identify strategic opportunities in the law,
the entrepreneurial lawyer is then poised to integrate the law with the client’s strategy.
A few general items are noteworthy. First, whereas the recognition of opportunities for
legal advantage may require a macro-perspective, the question of how best to capitalize upon
opportunity is driven by the individual firm’s vantage. Second, this article is concerned only
with “legitimate” legal functions. We adopt Suchman’s conception: “[l]egitimacy is a
generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or
appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.”6
Organizations must manage their legitimacy,7 but “[b]ecause informal institutions vary widely
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across cultures, what is illegitimate in one culture may be widely seen as legitimate in others.”8
Finally, we embrace North’s institutional typology:9 “[f]ormal institutions refer to laws,
regulations, and their supporting apparatuses … Informal institutions refer to norms, values, and
beliefs that define socially acceptable behavior.”10
This article’s aims are modest: to propose a preliminary model for utilizing the law in
competitive advantage, and to suggest areas of future research.11 This paper is the first work of
which we are aware to propose and develop linkages between the rule of law, legal competitive
advantage, and legal entrepreneurship.
Part II of this paper addresses several relevant links between law and business. Part III
concerns the discovery of opportunities to use the law in competitive advantage; as such, it
explores the nature of the legal system, offers a preliminary rule of law framework, and defines
the “rule of law” in a manner meaningful to international firms. Part IV then considers how legal
opportunities are best cultivated as sources of competitive advantage; this is accomplished by
developing the idea of legal entrepreneurship. Part V concludes the paper.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE LAW’S ROLE IN STRATEGY AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
A. What Do “Strategy” and “Competitive Advantage” Mean?
“Strategy is about seeking a competitive edge over rivals”12 by discovering and
exploiting “value-creating opportunities.”13 International strategy, then, concerns the discovery
and exploitation of value-creating opportunities within and across foreign environments. Most
business literature approaches international strategy along two well-established lines: the
industry-based view, which “argues that conditions within an industry … determine firm strategy
and performance,” and the resource-based view, which “suggests that it is firm-specific
differences that drive strategy and performance.”14
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Peng el al. propose that although the industry and resource views are insightful, they
neglect the context in which competition occurs.15 “This is not surprising, because [the]
industry- and resource-based views arise primarily out of research on competition in the United
States, in which it may seem reasonable to assume a relatively stable market-based institutional
framework.”16 As we will see, the existing “law as competitive advantage” literature also
assumes a high rule of law context.17 Yet advanced institutions are not descriptive of most
jurisdictions.18 “[T]here is increasing appreciation that formal and informal institutions …
significantly shape the strategy and performance of firms … in emerging economies.”19 As such,
the existing literature has little applicability to legal competitive advantage internationally.
Peng et al. argue persuasively that institutions should be the third leg in the “strategy
tripod”— a robust international strategy will account for industry-based and firm-specific
considerations, as well as for institutional realities. “An institution based view of strategy
focuses on the dynamic interaction between institutions and organizations” such that strategic
choices are “a reflection of the formal and informal constraints of a particular institutional
framework that managers confront.”20 This paper focuses on how a key institution—the law—
should be harnessed to the firm’s advantage in widely varying institutional contexts.
Competitive advantage is simply “an advantage over your competitors.”21 Oberman
observes that “business organizations can treat social and political institutions as firm resources,
effectively creating … institutional resources.”22 Institutional resources “cannot be perfectly
controlled by a firm, but can nonetheless often be exploited … to achieve or maintain
competitive advantage.”23 The law is one such institutional resource. Competitive advantages
derived from institutional sources are fundamentally different than advantages achieved through
industry characteristics or firm assets—we will see how in Part IV.D.1., infra.
B. The Law and Its Relevance to International Business
We must define “law” before we can define the “rule of law.” Many definitions exist.24
For Roscoe Pound, “law” has three meanings: (1) the legal order (“the regime of adjusting
relations and ordering conduct by the systematic and orderly application of the force of a
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politically organized society”), (2) “the body of authoritative materials of or grounds of or guides
to determination,” and (3) the process of actually determining causes and controversies
according to authoritative guides.25 If these three meanings “can be unified, it is by the idea of
social control.”26 Thus, “the law is whatever is done officially.”27 Because this paper seeks a
practical framework, we embrace Pound’s realist view.28
The state can exert control by several means, including command regulation, selfregulation, and incentive-based regimes.29 “[I]n most regulatory contexts combinations of
[these] methods tend to be employed.”30 “Regulation often appears to be a game in which the
rules are uncertain, the method of scoring is in dispute and the distinction between players and
spectators is unclear. This is because regulators’ mandates tend to be imprecise” and because
regulators “carry out a number of functions that are not always compatible,” exercising control
but also enabling markets.31 Regulators must encourage efficiency and other social goals; they
must balance various interests and trade-offs.32 Rarely can regulators “deal with issues in
isolation.”33 “[R]ules are necessary in a world of uncertainty and incomplete knowledge. They
arise from the complexity of the environment, the computational limitations of the individual …
and the importance of predicting the behavior of” others.34 The value of rules as behavioral
guides varies across societies. International strategy must account for rules, for “[m]anagement
is largely concerned with issues whose outcomes are uncertain.”35
The law is a regulatory institution:36 “regulative processes involve the capacity to
establish rules, inspect or review others’ conformity to them, and as necessary, manipulate
sanctions … in an attempt to influence future behavior.”37 Similarly, the “rational materialist”
view “sees organizations as rational wealth maximizers and sees the law as a system of
substantive incentives and penalties … Thus, organizations instrumentally invoke or evade the
law, in a strategic effort to ‘engineer’ legal activities that bring the largest possible payoff at the
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least possible cost.”38 We accept these views but further urge that the law can and should be
used to the firm’s competitive advantage.39
“Successful business strategy is about actively shaping the game you play, not just
playing the game you find.”40 This is particularly true in international business,41 where the firm
must proactively shape its legal game.42 Doing so requires a distinctive type of lawyer.43 “Legal
counselors to transnational enterprises have to approach their work differently. They need to
understand their business clients’ global objectives and strategies, their competitive strengths and
weaknesses, [and] their strategic competencies ….”44 Most significantly, global attorneys must
be entrepreneurial—the subject of Part IV, infra.
C. Existing Literature on the Law as Competitive Advantage
Few scholars have considered the law a source of competitive advantage.45 Four major
works have begun exploring this topic:46 George Siedel’s Using the Law for Competitive
Advantage, Constance Bagley’s Winning Legally: How to Use the Law to Create Value,
Marshall Resources, and Manage Risk, G. Richard Shell’s Make the Rules or Your Rivals Will,
and the multi-author Legal Strategies: How Corporations Use Law to Improve Performance. A
few articles are also relevant.47
This literature is praiseworthy for its willingness to consider the law’s potential upside
and for its position that firms should take a proactive approach toward the law. Bagley rightly
observes that “[m]anagers who view the law purely as a constraint … will miss opportunities to
use the law and the legal system to increase both the total value created and the share of that
value captured by the firm.”48 Regulation clearly imposes costs,49 some of which are hidden.50
But regulation also presents great opportunities to the firm.51
38
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A related body of literature argues that international firms can utilize political strategies,
the aim of which “is to obtain a competitive advantage through effectively interfacing with
noneconomic actors, including the government … ‘[I]f a firm cannot be a cost, differentiation or
focus leader, it may still beat the competition on another ground, namely, the non-market
environment.’”52 Similarly, Elizabeth Bailey observes that “[t]he strategic interaction between
the private and the public sectors needs to be understood as a dynamic driver of competitive
advantage … Public sector policies can create and help sustain competitive advantage for firms,
or can undermine and even destroy advantages.”53 And Bagley writes that “[i]nstead of just
reacting to regulations after they are adopted, firms can propose rules that would be favorable to
them by lobbying and engaging in other political activities.”54 Thus, firms can utilize the
regulatory process to frustrate competitors55 and to seek substantive changes to the law.56 While
these are helpful ideas in advanced markets, the next section illustrates how greatly they must be
modified to apply outside of places like the United States.
D. Why Globalization Matters: Limits of the Existing Literature
In many jurisdictions, the international firm is caught between powerful tidal forces.
Western multinationals “long accustomed to the rule of law must come to terms with the rule of
man,”57 but at the same time, states must embrace law (at least in some form) if they are to
participate in the global economy.58
A few works in strategy59 and economics60 note that most scholarship assumes a strong
institutional context. The existing “law as competitive advantage” research makes this
assumption as well. The insights and recommendations of this literature are valid but are limited
49
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to jurisdictions in which high rule of law conditions prevail.61 On the international scope,
assuming a strong institutional context begs the very question: the character and prevalence of
strategic legal opportunities depend upon the nature of the legal system. Western companies “in
emerging-market economies cannot take existing institutions and business practices for granted,
as they are still evolving and inexperienced.”62
Examples illustrate the literature’s high rule of law assumption. Bird’s pathways to legal
strategy63 are embodied by American companies in the American legal context.64 Bird’s
examples do not contemplate markets outside of the U.S. Of course, as Noll and Owen note,
“[r]egulated firms can use the regulatory mechanism itself to impose costs and delays on their
would-be competitors.”65 But strategy concerns more than saddling rivals with red tape:
competitive legal advantage should focus primarily upon positioning one’s own firm uniquely.66
Robert Ackerman’s model assumes a high rule of law.67 According to Ackerman, a
“zone of discretion” exists—a time in which “astute and perceptive managers have considerable
opportunities to slow or … reverse emerging legal regulation.”68 Silverstein and Hohler suggest
that Ackerman’s model has been ignored because business intervention in the policy process is
ethically disquieting.69 But Ackerman’s real difficulty is that he assumes a high rule of law: in
order for all regulated parties to have the opportunity to effectively intervene in the law-making
process, a reasonably transparent and stable system, as well as the liberty to challenge the state,
are required—all hallmarks of the high rule of law. Firms can do far more than simply lobby to
change the law’s content. Moreover, the manager’s discretion is not the only relevant viewpoint,
as Ackerman implies; the degree of discretion invested in authorities is equally important. Legal
costs and legal risks may tend to rise as regulations become more numerous and complex,70 but
whether strategic opportunities are also correspondingly reduced is a function of the
jurisdiction’s rule of law observation.71 Indeed, some jurisdictions such as China have shown the
opposite—formal laws are more numerous today than thirty years ago, yet no opportunities for
legal entrepreneurship existed then, whereas today they are bountiful.72
61

Some scholars recognize the impact of the institutional assumption. See, e.g., DANIELS, RADEBAUGH &
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Mitnick’s work assumes the uniform application of law. Discussing the fact that
regulation may produce a net benefit for regulated firms, Mitnick asserts that “although any one
firm may not be better off compared to the preregulation state, that firm may yet be in a position
of comparative advantage with other compliant firms.”73 This observation is undoubtedly valid
in states with a truly uniform application of laws—but since most jurisdictions do not fit this
ideal, the international relevance of Mitnick’s observation is greatly circumscribed.
Bagley argues that the exploitation of legal “loopholes” is per se wrong and that many
companies deliberately violate the law.74 But this assumes that unlawful conduct is defined with
reasonable clarity. In lower rule of law environments, “creative compliance” is not fraudulent; it
is invited—even necessitated—by the legal system’s design. In some locations, all legal
compliance might necessarily be “creative” by Western standards.75
Some theories contend that globalization will spur a convergence of cultures and laws,76
but this is doubtful. Cultural differences and local interests will remain highly influential in
international business,77 and although a higher degree of commonality now exists than at any
other time, the laws of nations are far from converging.78 “[R]ather than eliminating diversity,
globalization reorders diversity. Localities are forever changing but they are certainly not
disappearing.”79
Most strategy research (on which the “law as competitive advantage” literature relies)
also neglects the law’s institutional role.80 For instance, Chinloy notes that “[a]ll firms must
comply with the legal system” and that “[s]ome firms are more efficient at compliance.”81
Though this is doubtless true, Chinloy assumes the luxury of relatively few legal uncertainties.82
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In any legal system, the question for managers and their counsel ought not concern compliance
alone, but whether the firm can affirmatively benefit from the law. For firms in which corporate
entrepreneurship prevails,83 this focus will come naturally.
Bailey argues that firms should attempt to influence the substance of the law through
lobbying.84 The laws of lower rule of law environments fluctuate, and firms may very well have
occasion to lobby.85 But firms in low rule of law countries often will find greater advantage in
preserving the law as they find it, irrespective of the law’s particular content.86
Porter accounts for the law similarly—as a constraint,87 a driver or suppressor of
demand,88 an enabler or inhibitor of emerging industries,89 an impediment to free trade,90 and as
a general influencer of industry competition91 and evolution.92 Porter’s classic five forces model
guides firms in assessing the attractiveness of a given competitive arena.93 But the law’s
“attractiveness” is not the appropriate inquiry. The law is a necessity: firms must compete
legally. Porter’s model “does not focus on the important linkages between private strategy and
public policy.”94 Similarly, though it is very useful for its purpose, “the resource-based view of
the firm[] also treats public policy only indirectly.”95
International firms require a framework cognizant of institutional differences—a
framework best captured by “the rule of law.”96
E. The Law’s Core Tensions: Certainty versus Flexibility and Rules versus Discretion
Since at least Aristotle’s time, humans have recognized the inherent tension between
stability and flexibility in the law, and the need for balance between them.97 Such a balance “is
the problem of the ages.”98 As Roscoe Pound best put it, “[l]aw must be stable, yet it cannot
stand still.”99 Rules must work with discretion if the legal system is to be effective,100 but
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See generally Bailey, supra note 53.
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COMPETITIVE STRATEGY 23, 33-42 (George S. Day & David J. Reibstein eds., 1997).
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balancing the two is difficult.101 State officials might exercise discretion for several reasons:
rules can be difficult to formulate, discretion is sometimes preferable to the rules that could be
promulgated, and some discretion admittedly ought to be constrained but is not, owing to
institutional imperfections.102 In authoritarian environments an additional fact is at work: legal
flexibilities are helpful in preserving the privileged status of political incumbents,103 for
“[o]rganizations will be designed to further the objectives of their creators.”104
From the state’s perspective as well, both predictability and flexibility in the law are
needed at once. The “rights hypothesis” asserts that “economic growth requires a legal order
offering stable and predictable rights of property and contract because the absence of such rights
discourages investment and specialization.”105 For all states desirous of meaningful economic
growth, the legal system must incentivize private actors. And yet a perfectly predictable, entirely
inflexible legal system would be ineffective due to either infinite complexity (to unambiguously
cover all possible contingencies) or woeful inadequacy (in seeking simplicity, the law would
neglect a vast range of contingencies and would rely upon arbitrariness—standards outside of the
law—to fill the gaps). Again, the debate concerns where the optimal balance lies.106 “Rules
may vary [by] degree of specificity or precision; extent, coverage, or inclusiveness; accessibility
and intelligibility, legal status and force; and the prescriptions or sanctions they corporate.”107
“[S]ome unpredictability in law is desirable,” aruge Altschuler and Sgori.108 “Indeed, if a
rule had to provide an automatic and completely predictable outcome before courts could resolve
conflicts, society would become intolerably repressive, if not altogether impossible.”109 People
would have little incentive to participate in the legal process, and the “needs of society change
over time. The words of [the] law … must take on new meanings. The participation that
ambiguity encourages constantly bombards judges with new ideas.”110 Lawmakers should not
100

CARDOZO, supra note 97, at 2.

101
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POUND, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW 54 (1954).
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prevailing regime.” Id. at 36. Thus, “[t]he further a country travels away from the rule of law the greater the power
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authoritarians must be minimally effective. John Morison, How to Change Things with Rules, in LAW, SOCIETY
AND CHANGE 5, 5 (Stephen Livingstone & John Morison, eds. 1990) (noting that “law has to be made to work” in
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deliberately create legal uncertainties, as sometimes happens in lower rule of law places.111
Instead, while “uncertainty in law is unavoidable,” it is “more a blessing than a curse.”112
Skeptics note that legal ambiguities can disincentivize business. “Ex post discretion is
problematical for deal-making.”113 Yet it remains nearly impossible to eliminate discretion
“either because it is hopeless to nail down every margin … or because of difficulties in
monitoring performance. For either reason, anticipation of exercises of discretion may cause
[business] deals to be stillborn.”114 “Uncertainty [in international business] is due largely to the
unpredictable manner in which government agencies … interpret and enforce regulations.”115
Informal institutions such as the firm’s reputation can become a substitute basis for doing
business since a “reputation for honoring one’s commitments enhances the prospects for gains
from subsequent deals.”116
In any jurisdiction, legal uncertainties generate some degree of administrative
discretion.117 For some scholars, bureaucratic discretion “endangers the … rule of law.”118
Many commentators agree that the rule of law requires government limited “by laws that are
clear and specific.”119 Yet bureaucratic discretion is “an inevitable, inescapable characteristic of
government.”120 Two basic types of bureaucratic discretion exist: the authority to make
legislative-like policy decisions, and the authority to decide how general policies apply to
specific cases.121 “Decisions according to rules run in predictable, straight paths. Discretionary
decisions invoke an image of unpredictable tangents.”122 Many proponents of legal certainty
concede that some degree of official discretion is beneficial.123 Still, the value of institutions is
measured by the degree of stability they engender.124 Unstable rules “tend to increase … risk
111

See infra Part III.C. (noting that some lower rule of law jurisdictions deliberately incorporate flexibilities into
their legal systems).
112

ALTSCHULER & SGORI, supra note 108, at 151.
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Kenneth A. Shepsle, Political Deals in Institutional Settings, in THE THEORY OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN 219, 229
(Robert E. Goodwin ed., 1996).
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Mann, Forces Shaping the Global Business Environment, supra note 42, at 18.
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LAWRENCE M. SOLAN, THE LANGUAGE OF STATUTES 3 (2010); GARY C. BRYNER, BUREAUCRATIC DISCRETION 1
(1987).
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BRYNER, supra note 117, at 2; accord FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, THE ROAD TO SERFDOM 72 (1944) (government
must be bound by rules previously announced); DAVIS, supra note 102, at 28-36 (same). But see Raz, supra note 4,
at 12 (arguing that “[m]any forms of arbitrary rule are compatible with the rule of law”).
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BRYNER, supra note 117, at 8.
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benefit society. BRYNER, supra note 117, at 3-6; see also DAVIS, supra note 102, at 3 (discretion may be either
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and uncertainty.”125 Yet stability requires some flexibility, for “societal stability depends on how
quickly a legal system can adapt to … unstoppable social change.”126
In practice, the distinction between rules and discretion is difficult to maintain.127 This is
partly because the “power to decide [legal questions] becomes the power to define” what is
lawful.128 Managers sometimes think that “the world is either certain, and therefore open to
precise predictions … or uncertain, and therefore completely unpredictable.”129 This is errant
because uncertainty exists in degrees. High rule of law jurisdictions promote sufficient
predictability in tandem with some degree of legal flexibility.130
Part III will argue that the extent to which uncertainties pervade a legal system is
described by the “rule of law,” and that differing degrees of rule of law observation imply
different legal strategies for the firm.131
F. Transaction Costs, the Coase Theorem, and the Law
Transaction costs and the Coase Theorem are important to our subject. We first define
“transaction costs” as “the costs of identifying the parties with whom one has to bargain, the
costs of getting together with them, the costs of the bargaining process itself, and the costs of
enforcing any bargain reached”132—in other words, “the price of doing a deal.”133 Six types of
transaction costs exist: search, information, bargaining, decision, policing, and enforcement
costs.134
Transaction costs undermine economic efficiency.135 Uncertainty propagates risk and
discourages transactions.136 Unclear regulations cause economic actors to invest more time
lobbying; because this is a less productive investment than direct economic activity, jurisdictions
125

Id.
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Silverstein & Hohler, supra note 67, at 799.
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FLETCHER, supra note 122, at 43-59.
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1, 3 (1999).
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SOLAN, supra note 117, at 16-17. “The fact that [Americans] agree so often about a law’s application rightly
gives us confidence in our ability to live under a rule of law that defines our rights and obligations.” Id. at 18.
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See infra Part III.
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A. MITCHELL POLINSKY, AN INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND ECONOMICS 14 (4th ed. 2011); but see Douglas W.
Allen, Transaction Costs, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 893, 893 (Boudewijn Bouckaert & Gerrit
De Geest eds., 2000) (asserting that the phrase “transaction cost” has evolved to the point that its meaning is
potentially ambiguous).
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LARRY DOWNES, THE LAWS OF DISRUPTION 35 (2009); accord PEJOVICH (1998), supra note 34, at 9 (transaction
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with ambiguous laws typically stultify their own economic potential.137 Thus, legal flexibility is
a seventh source of transaction costs. Some scholars opine that Western jurisdictions “have too
many laws and too many rules such that a reasonable person can be observed acting … wholly
unreasonabl[y] ….”138 Unclear laws are bad from the societal perspective because “[w]ithout a
legal regime specifying who owns what and a system for transferring rights, the market could not
operate.”139 Properly devised, however, the law can lower transaction costs.140
Efficient institutions reduce transaction costs by supplying effective rules. In places
where “the law and informal norms govern exchange relationships, transaction costs are
relatively low.… By comparison, in environments in which institutions are underdeveloped,
transaction costs are high, [and] exchange is therefore costly ….”141 In other words, institutions
“represent constraints on the options that individuals and collectives are likely to exercise, albeit
constraints that are open to modification over time.”142 Legal constraints are subject to
modification over time, and can hold differing implications for individual firms. This fact is
responsible for the law’s potential as a source of competitive advantage. Yet institutions can
themselves become sources of uncertainty.143
This brings us to Coase. The Coase Theorem has been expressed in many ways.144 The
simplest version states that “[i]f there are zero transaction costs, the efficient outcome [of a
bargain] will occur regardless of the choice of legal rule.”145 In the real world, however,
transaction costs always exist to one degree or another.146 Thus, the Theorem’s more nuanced
version holds that “[i]f there are positive transaction costs, the efficient outcome may not occur
under every legal rule.”147 The Normative Coase Theorem148 extends this still further: “the
137
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Action and Institution, 18 ORG. STUDIES 93, 94 (1997) (emphasis added).
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Steven G. Medema & Richard O. Zerbe, Jr., The Coase Theorem, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND ECONOMICS
836, 837-38 (Boudewijn Bouckaert & Gerrit De Geest eds., 2000).
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1997).
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preferred legal rule is the rule that minimizes the effects of transaction costs. These effects
include actually incurring transaction costs as well as the inefficient choices induced by a desire
to avoid transaction costs.”149 As Downes explains,
Coase believed economists should turn their attention to the practical problem of
uncovering [and eliminating transaction costs] … A great deal of regulation and liability
laws … were unconscious efforts to overcome transaction costs … But the regulations
themselves generate so many transaction costs that in many cases doing nothing at all
would have produced a [more efficient] result.150
In other words, “Coase argued that, from an economic perspective, the goal of the legal system
should be to establish a pattern of rights such that economic efficiency is attained. The legal
system affects transaction[] costs and the goal of such a system is to minimize harm or costs.”151
In turn, this aspiration requires that rights are defined “well.”152 “Well-defined rights”
are articulated in such a manner that everyone can understand them—that is, rights defined
unambiguously. Ambiguous laws generate transaction costs.153 Property rights can lower
transaction costs if they are defined with clarity.154 “Lowering transaction costs ‘lubricates’
bargaining. … One important way for the law to do this is by defining simple and clear property
rights. It is easier to bargain when legal rights are simple and clear than when they are
complicated and uncertain.”155 Observers outside of economics agree that lawmakers “should use
language that is clear, certain, unequivocal, and to the point.”156 The “Coasian ideal” thus refers
to the idealized situation in which the law imposes no transaction costs upon society because it is
perfectly clear and perfectly functioning.
Llewellyn felt that even in the American legal system, “the leeway available for
exploitation by advocates … is a wide leeway.”157 For Llewellyn, legal flexibilities are
problematic because they are inconsistent with the Coasian ideal.158 But firms need not
passively accept the costs generated by institutional peculiarities. Rather, as with any other
social institution, the firm must seek to utilize the law for its benefit, subject to ethical confines.
Theorem, 1 ECO. PERSPECTIVES 113, 113-14 (1987). This paper accepts the existence of the Normative Coase
Theorem.
149
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Leeways in the law are not moral hazards per se, just as market opportunities to outperform
rivals are not evil. To the extent a legal system invites competition through its flexibilities, the
law is a legitimate arena for entrepreneurial initiative.
G. The Cross-Border Firm: General Considerations
1.

The International Environment

Global business is uniquely challenging because of the number and complexity of
variables involved, greater volatility across countries, and higher degrees of interdependence.159
Still, firms confront many compelling reasons in favor of globalizing. These include the growth,
efficiency and knowledge imperatives, and the globalization of one’s customers and
competitors.160 Globalization will remain a core feature of business.161 The survival of most
large enterprises will depend upon their effectiveness in foreign environments, including foreign
legal systems.162 Yet global presence does not automatically make for global competitive
advantage.163 Because many emerging countries “are open to foreign investors but do not follow
orthodox market rules,”164 Western firms must expressly account for foreign legal systems in
their strategic planning.
2.

Risks

Firms must proactively manage their international risks165 and so must be familiar with
the localities in which they operate (or intend to operate).166 Several forms of risk merit our
attention. Legal risk is the most relevant. Western scholars usually define the idea without
regard to institutions167—for example, viewing legal risk in terms of litigation168 or as “the
likelihood that a trading partner will opportunistically break a contract or expropriate property
rights.”169 Broadly, then, “legal risk” is the likelihood that a firm will suffer financial harm from
159
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Götz eds., 2006).
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a legal process or the lack thereof.170 But our context specifically concerns international firms in
foreign markets. For our purposes, then, “legal risk” describes the likelihood that a firm will
suffer losses171 that it otherwise could avoid but for one or more uncertainties or flexibilities172 in
a particular legal system. Significantly, affluent countries tend to regulate business less, and
impoverished countries tend to regulate more173—a fact of great importance as the firm moves
from a single, institutionally strong environment to the cross-jurisdictional realm.174
Political risk “refers to the threat that decisions or events in a country will negatively
affect the profitability of an investment.”175 Assessing political risk requires an evaluation of the
government’s role, the type of government, social strife, and other related variables.176 Political
risks range from relatively minor occurrences to catastrophic events.177
Political risk is a major consideration in foreign investment, but few firms have formal
mechanisms for assessing it.178 Political risk is difficult to quantify. A political risk may be
characterized by certainty, risk, or uncertainty.179 These are ideal constructs.180 Any of the three
can be approximated in practice,181 so “while better information can help” to clarify political
variables, information “can seldom convert uncertainty into [lower] risk … Opinions formed
about future events … are inherently subjective.”182 Firms should analyze political risks through
a “systematic and relatively rigorous approach to data gathering and problem solving.”183
Quantitative modeling is helpful but qualitative judgment must still guide the assessment of
political risk.184
Many assumptions appropriate in developed economies are “dangerous” in emerging
markets.185 Traditional evaluation tools “don’t flash warning signals to would-be entrants about
170
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the presence of institutional voids.”186 Institutional voids are “the absence of specialized
intermediaries, regulatory systems, and contract-enforcing mechanisms in emerging markets.”187
In evaluating a foreign political environment, the firm must consider such factors as the number
of groups competing for political power; the limits, if any, upon government regulation; the
extent to which private property rights are protected; the power of lobbies; the prevalence of
corruption; and the extent to which contracts are honored.188
Finally, jurisdictions vary by country risk—hazards originating “from unpredictability
regarding the substance and implementation of future government policies, the extent to which a
country is governed by rule of law … and so forth …”189 As an amalgam of cultural, political
and legal risks,190 country risk can be treated discretely in evaluating a market’s attractiveness.191
Legal, political and country risk advance a similar idea: non-market forces can exercise
dramatic—even deterministic—influences on the firm’s economic performance. This idea is
expressed in institutional economics: an environment’s institutions hold profound implications
for the firm’s risks, costs, and opportunities, and therefore ought to influence the firm’s strategy.
But firms often fail to account for institutional variables and managers often view the law only as
a burdensome constraint. Parts III and IV below propose a starting point for the integration of
law and strategy.
3.

Costs

Risks necessarily impose costs upon the firm. Clearly, laws impose financial costs. Yet
the law’s effective integration with strategy is more an institutional endeavor than an economic
one. To this end, the “pattern of ownership that emerges in an [international business] system
depends crucially on the structure of transaction costs.”192 In particular, “international linkages
typically incur higher transaction costs than purely domestic ones.”193
Significantly, “[t]ransactions vary in difficulty. It is generally easier to transact in
developed than in developing markets.”194 This is largely due to transaction costs, which “offer
one measure of how well a market works … Conducting even simple transactions in developing
economies can be a time- and resource-consuming process, posing hazards for those expecting
the fluidity of developed markets.”195
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Regulatory compliance imposes direct costs upon the firm, as well as indirect costs (the
time allocated to compliance).196 Every “legal system is based on social and cultural institutions.
These institutions differ across jurisdictions, creating differences in the cost of doing
business.”197 Still, in appraising the law’s potential as a source of competitive advantage, the
firm must also consider its potential returns. Western executives tend to think they have received
a high return on legal costs if they “stay out of trouble.” But in low rule of law environments,
the potential returns can be far greater.
Chinloy remarked that “[a]ll firms must comply with the legal system” and that “[s]ome
firms are more efficient at compliance.”198 We do not dispute the necessity of compliance, but
note that legally flexible environments typically introduce the likelihood that legal compliance is
itself subject to high degrees of flexibility. In the presence of legal flexibility, compliance with
the law can assume myriad legitimate forms. Legal costs can thus be highly malleable.
4.

Opportunities

For nearly every risk emanating from a legal flexibility, a corresponding opportunity for
value capture is also created.199 These opportunities often are subtle—perhaps initially almost
undetectable, as evidence of their existence can be convoluted and counterintuitive. But exist
these opportunities do.
Some scholars have argued that firms can advantageously exploit institutional voids,200
that “[i]nstitutional voids have real and first-order effects on business strategy.”201 Khanna and
Palepu note that “[t]he development of business strategy in any economy is driven by three
primary markets—product, labor, and capital.”202 We submit that the legal market is as
strategically important as the traditional markets.
Some scholars have recognized that the law can be utilized to the benefit of regulated
parties, regulators, or both.203 International firms may confront higher average risks and costs
than do their domestic counterparts, but global firms almost invariably encounter greater
opportunities as well. Emerging markets “foster a different genre of innovations than mature
markets do.”204 This is as true of the legal sphere as it is of the economic sphere.
Foreign firms often resist policy hazards by lobbying or by minimizing the firm’s
dependence upon the external environment.205 “[D]eploying political strategies requires …
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interpreting an external environment and acting upon that interpretation. Also, success with
political strategies requires the cooperation of external actors over whom a firm may have little
control. Further, … naïve deployment of political strategies can easily backfire. In short, like
other complex activities, the effective deployment of political strategies is likely to be subject to
significant experience effects.”206 Part IV will argue that firms enjoy a third option in addition to
political and operational strategies: legal entrepreneurship.
The opportunity for arbitrage may also exist in the law. Classical arbitrage exploits price
differentials, but it exists in other forms as well.207 Firms can use Ghemawat’s CAGE
framework to understand the full gambit of opportunities for arbitrage. The four dimensions of
“CAGE”—cultural, administrative, geographical and economic differences between countries—
can function as sources of advantage.208 The administrative dimension is of interest to us:
“[l]egal, institutional and political differences from country to country open up a host of strategic
arbitrage opportunities.”209 Ghemewat notes that “[f]ew managers ever explicitly treat tax or
other administrative arbitrages as a strategic tool, despite their potential. That’s partly because
executives are reluctant to draw attention to such arrangements for fear that they might be
outlawed.”210 Of course, “[i]n some cases, administrative arbitrageurs are actually breaking the
law.”211 We do not propose that the firm should deliberately break the law.212 Our framework is
based on a far simpler truth: the law’s meaning can fluctuate even when its language does not.213
5.

Managers and Lawyers

Lawyers are trained to be “risk-averse”—to recommend the action least likely to expose
the client to legal risks. In the presence of ambiguity, this bias often motivates the attorney to
recommend inaction. Avoiding risk is not always wrong, but always avoiding risk needlessly
cedes immense value to one’s rivals. Risks may impose costs, yet there is a terrible cost to the
excessive avoidance of risk.214
Managers tend to act “and let the lawyers sort [things] out later.”215 Managers thus
perceive that “[a]t any moment the law can shut anything down, and we can’t afford to be shut
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down.”216 The views of managers and regulators can also diverge, which “can lead to unpleasant
shocks for managers ….”217
Because managers and attorneys view the world so differently, few firms have considered
what “legal strategy” means.218 The few who have apply two complimentary approaches: “the
managerial approach is aimed at determining which legal choices are the most efficient to
improve the performance of the firm and the normative approach is aimed at improving the
comprehension of the origin of legal strategies in order to detect the existing legal
opportunities.”219 Executives and attorneys can find common ground by forging a common
understanding of strategic opportunity in the law. Part III, to which we now turn, explores this
realm of opportunity.
III. A PRELIMINARY RULE OF LAW FRAMEWORK:
IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANTAGE IN THE LAW
“The Rule of Law was consciously evolved only during the liberal age and is one of its
greatest achievements.”220 Yet consensus on a single definition of “the rule of law” has never
been achieved.221 We posit that the “rule of law” reflects the law’s potential as a source of
competitive advantage in each jurisdiction. As we have seen, however, virtually all literature on
point limits its reach to the world’s few highly refined legal systems by assuming the presence of
advanced institutions.222 Thus, our objective in Part III is to define the “rule of law” in a manner
useful to international firms. We begin by considering how others have viewed the rule of law.
A. Competing Conceptions of the Rule of Law
Many definitions of the “rule of law” exist.223 “The content of the term … remains
contested across both time and geography.”224 Popular definitions embody three core ideas:
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government limited by law, formal legality, and the absence of arbitrariness.225 Black’s Law
Dictionary is typical, defining the rule of law as “[t]he supremacy of regular as opposed to
arbitrary power; [t]he doctrine that every person is subject to the ordinary law within the
jurisdiction.”226 Courts in the United States have taken a similar view.227
Many scholars argue that the “rule of law” must account for more than formal legality;
otherwise, it is not a discrete idea apart from “legal rules.”228 Some view the rule of law from
the economic perspective—for example, as a situation in which governments announce all rules
publicly and ahead of time, such that businesses know which activities are legal and the extent to
which government will enforce contract and property rights.229 Under this view, the rule of law
is “a catalyst of economic development.”230 A few organizations have proposed quantifications
of the rule of law that trend in this direction.231
These definitions can be helpful depending upon one’s need. Some are relevant to
business on the broadest levels (for example, the economic view surmises that the law must
sufficiently incentivize actors before substantial economic activity can occur).232 But no
definition of which we are aware is helpful from the individual firm’s perspective. Most existing
definitions neglect the role of institutions, do not describe the rule of law as a process, and do not
sufficiently consider the legal apparatus in context. The definition of an idea this complex
cannot be too detailed; no definition alone will function as a blueprint for business planning. Yet
a definition more attuned to individual firms can surely be had. The existing definitions are
normative models—aspirational versions of the ideal rule of law, against which political and
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legal systems might be measured.233 But these definitions are not guides. To this end, we next
consider the nature of the rule of law, and what this idea embodies relative to individual firms.
B. The Nature of the Rule of Law: Setting the Legal System in Context
The rule of law cannot be understood apart from its context.234 Most existing
conceptions of the rule of law describe an idealized legal system, weighing the necessity and
value of various ingredients (such as constitutions and due process). These conceptions are
useful for some purposes, but our model seeks a practical interpretation of the rule of law. Only
a practical, business-oriented understanding of this idea will reveal how the international firm
best strategically utilizes the legal realities it confronts.235
No jurisdiction boasts a perfectly effective legal apparatus, yet most states do not live in
anarchy. The rule of law must exist in degrees. And because the legal system is influenced
tremendously by its environment, the rule of law is best perceived as a process that accounts for
these extra-legal forces. To fully elucidate the “rule of law,” we must understand both the law
and the society it purports to govern. The task of this section is to describe this context and
process in general terms.
Clarence J. Mann proposes that in every society, three “overarching realms both
complement and stand in tension with each other,” these being the country’s economic, cultural
and political systems.236 Mann’s work concerns the management of country-specific risk and
treats the legal system as part of the political system.237 Shane’s model similarly relies upon
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these three major realms, subsuming the legal sphere within the political realm.238 The legal and
political spheres will be treated discretely here, although they largely overlap.239
A jurisdiction’s political and legal systems are intimately intertwined with its economic
environment.240 Indeed, the entire field of “political economy” is dedicated to the study of these
relationships.241 By virtue of the linkages between law and economics, state officials charged
with “interpreting and enforcing the ‘rules of the game …’ are significant economy
policymakers.”242 Political forces largely determine the economic realm’s contours243 such that
“[t]here is a strong synergy between economic and political institutions.”244
Culture and history undoubtedly influence the legal system.245 The evolutionary
interplay between law and custom is “a historical process of unusual complexity.”246 Sociocultural forces include the jurisdiction’s culture(s), history, institutions,247 private interest
groups,248 and extra-legal phenomena.249 Informal social and cultural institutions impact
business as well, particularly at the outskirts of the law’s reach.250 Culture is relevant to our
subject in two key ways: (1) it helps to define which activities are legitimate;251 and (2) it helps
determine the average risk-averseness of firms originating in the culture.252
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For its part, law is a form of social control. Law is not the only type of social control,
and tends to be stronger where alternative forms of social control are weaker.253
Though scholars quarrel about the precise nature of these relationships, most agree that a
country’s political, economic and cultural systems are intertwined.254 These intertwining
relationships radiate significant implications for the firm’s strategy.255
For our purposes, these very complex connections are illustrated in the following muchsimplified figure:
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Tax revenues from economic activity are collected and allocated by the political system
to promote social stability; the political system also creates formal rules toward this goal. The
socio-cultural background supplies informal institutions which impact every step of the rule of
law process. And the legal system—perhaps the single most important piece of the process—
encapsulates the content of the law and attempts to enforce society’s formal rules (as they are
influenced by the economic and political realms and by the society’s informal rules).
The law’s content and enforcement are shaped by the interactions of these realms. One
legal creature in particular—the flexible law—is treated by the literature as an entirely negative
phenomenon because it necessitates the redirection of resources from economic activities to the
legal realm. Legal activities ordinarily do not return direct profits like economic activities do. In
this sense, legal flexibilities are inefficient. We do not dispute the normative appeal of this
reasoning but instead consider whether this maligned phenomenon might possess any value for
the firm. Legal flexibilities are a net loss upon the firm only if, like any other cost in business,
the firm fails to exploit their value-creating potential. Irrespective of its ultimate definition, the
rule of law process allows the firm to capture value between and within the legal and economic
realms through the strategic exploitation of legal flexibilities.
C. The Three Forms of Legal Flexibility
Brian Tamanaha observes that “[w]hen rules exist and are honored by the legal system[,]
formal legality operates.”256 But the discussion above reminds us that no legal system is
perfectly clear. Degrees prevail—degrees of clarity in the laws themselves, degrees to which the
laws are enforced, degrees to which a legal apparatus is influenced by the extra-legal forces of its
environment. Indeed, “[c]onformity to the rule of law is [itself] a matter of degree.”257 Because
“[t]here is often a sizeable gap between written law and actual regulatory practice,”258 any
practical definition of the “rule of law” must account for legal flexibilities. The gaps between
“the law in theory” and the “law in practice” are cognizable under the “rule of law” rubric.259
We must therefore consider the three major forms of legal flexibility in detail.
1.

Substantive flexibilities

Substantive flexibilities consist of gaps and ambiguities in the language of the laws
themselves, and the resulting pliabilities inherent in such language—that is, ambiguities accruing
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from the substance of a jurisdiction’s laws, as those laws are expressed publicly. In high rule of
law environments, the notion of substantive flexibility is often expressed by the idea of “legal
arbitrage,” “which involves the interpretation of ambiguous law in one’s favor to avoid
obligations.”260 Bird explains that “[e]ven the most well-intentioned of drafters cannot anticipate
all ambiguities in statutory language, and firms exploit these ambiguities to full effect.”261
Avoidance practices amount to “operational effectiveness,” which is “simply performing
relevant activities better than one’s rivals.”262 Yet operational effectiveness is not strategy:
“[a]lthough necessary for superior performance, a firm can [] outperform rivals through strategy
only if it pursues a differential practice that it can preserve.”263 If substantive flexibilities are to
be utilized in a firm’s strategy, they must be harnessed in a sustainable manner.
Substantive flexibility is linguistic (the mechanical dimension) and jurisprudential (the
interpretive dimension). The linguistic component is inescapable: ambiguity permeates
language.264 There invariably exists some degree of linguistic ambiguity in the laws of every
nation265 since no language is altogether free from ambiguity.266 Expressions of the law are
virtually never perfect, even when lawmakers intend them to be.267 If a perfect language existed,
“legal interpretation” would be unnecessary.268 Moreover, contrary to the Coasian ideal,269 some
jurisdictions deliberately engineer substantive ambiguities into their laws.270 Still, “[t]he law is a
profession of words.”271 “To be of any use, the language of the law … must not only express but
convey thought.”272 Yet legal language tends to be wordy and unclear.273 This often reflects an
260
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“inherent vagueness of language,” and as a result, laws often “make many attempts at precision
of expression.”274 Although it might be defended on grounds of “precision,” legal language is
ordinarily no more precise than conventional language.275 Even in high rule of law jurisdictions,
“a law cannot, by itself, indicate exactly which sets of factual circumstances are covered by it
and which are not; by necessity a law must be general, must apply to more than one case.
Further, a law must be expressed in words, and … ‘uncertainty at the borderline is the price to be
paid for the use of’” general terms.276
International firms potentially confront a double layer of substantive ambiguity. Robert
Rosen explains that “[l]anguage is the expression of culture, enabling us to communicate through
the ages with people who share our history and identity.”277 Yet “[b]y its very nature, a language
creates both insiders and outsiders—people who speak and understand it and people who
don’t.”278 In addition to the obvious differences between broad languages (English versus
Mandarin, for example), the law employs a special vocabulary, or “terms of art;” thus, even
native speakers will have difficulty grasping legal subtleties absent formal legal training. If the
law is to be a source of competitive advantage, the firm must employ experts fluent in both the
broad and the legal languages of the relevant jurisdiction. As we will see, this expert is the
entrepreneurial lawyer.279
Linguistic ambiguities come in several varieties.280 “Language is like a coin with two
faces—lexicon and grammar, and both of these essential features can be sources of
ambiguity.”281 A lexical ambiguity “occurs whenever a word has more than one objective or
dictionary meaning.”282 In contrast, syntactic ambiguity “has to do with grammatical structure.
Words occur in a particular order and grammatical relationships are established by those
orderings. There is the potential for syntactic ambiguity whenever a given order of words may
allow for more than one grammatical relationship.”283 Thus, words can carry multiple
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definitions284 and associations,285 and context can shift meanings as well.286 Deeper structural
connections can produce ambiguity.287 Time can also alter the meanings of words.288
Linguistic ambiguities are of interest because they introduce the possibility of multiple
potential, “legitimate” outcomes while holding the language of the law itself, as well as the facts
of a given scenario, constant. Unless a rule is crystal clear, “fresh idealizations not found in the
words of the rules are entering constantly into the shaping of the meaning of the rules.”289 By
definition, linguistic ambiguities allow for multiple readings of the law and thereby create new
risks290 for regulated parties.291 But substantive legal ambiguities also present the opportunity to
read the law in a manner advantageous to the firm, and to persuade authorities to adopt one’s
reading (at least with respect to one’s own firm).292 “Flexibility is the most conspicuous
characteristic of legal language … ‘[A]mbiguity is neither incidental nor accidental. For lawyers
and their organized clients, it is the most useful attribute of legal language.’”293 Together with
ambiguities, gaps in the law also qualify as substantive flexibilities: areas cloaked in the law’s
silence are inviting opportunities for competitive advantage as well.294
The jurisprudential component of substantive flexibility is equally important. Since the
laws will contain some degree of linguistic ambiguity, every legal system must designate those
with the authority to interpret the laws, and which rules, if any, these authorities must observe
during the interpretation process.295 Significantly, authorities may interpret the law so as to
expand their own authority.296 The decision-maker’s degree of discretion is determined in part
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by whether a rule or a standard applies to the legal issue at hand.297 For some observers, “[t]here
is more discretion in [the average] legal system … than is required by the need to apply vague
rules.”298 The frequency and scope of these possibilities swells as one descends into
progressively lower rule of law environments.299
2.

Enforcement flexibilities

Enforcement flexibilities exist when the state or another entity could legitimately
(lawfully) take a given course of action with respect to the firm, but instead legitimately takes an
alternative course of action, or none at all.300 Enforcement flexibilities are of value because the
law’s theoretical dimension never imposes itself upon the firm: it is the law in practice that
counts. Of course, what we glean from the law as it is formally stated can help us predict what
the law in practice will look like; but this connection, upon which Western attorneys are
accustomed to relying, disintegrates in lower rule of law environments.301 Scholars in high rule
of law jurisdictions sometimes erroneously assume that “the law in theory” and “the law in
practice” are unified everywhere,302 indiscreetly projecting their own experiences upon
unfamiliar foreign legal systems.303 Most of the world does not live in a unified environment.
“Even in the West the unity of the formal [law] and [the law in practice] is never complete.”304
This divide represents another opportunity for competitive legal advantage. As C.G. Veljanovski
has pointed out, “the impact of regulation depends crucially on the extent and intensity of
enforcement.”305 Likewise, “[t]he credibility of rules depends on their enforcement.”306 Thus,
the provisions and means for enforcing laws are as important to the firm as the laws’
substance.307 Variations in enforcement present a key challenge to the Coasian prescription.308
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“Rules that are loosely enforced … cease to be a predictor of human behavior. The result is
higher transaction costs of exchange and fewer exchanges. From an individual standpoint, rules
yield a flow of benefits. The source of those benefits is the predictability of other people’s
behavior.”309
There are four primary causes of enforcement variations. First, states are subject to the
general law of scarcity: resources are finite, so the resources available for law enforcement are
limited.310 “There is one decisive reason why the society must forego ‘complete’ enforcement of
the rule: enforcement is costly.”311 From the resource perspective, “optimal enforcement
requires incomplete and selective enforcement because the social harm flowing from regulatory
offences may be less than the private gain. Efficient law enforcement will therefore be
discretionary, designed to fine tune rules in the light of firm and offence specific cost factors.”312
This is true even in higher rule of law environments such as the United States.313
This leads to the second driver of enforcement flexibilities: some enforcement is
discretionary. This discretion may be conferred expressly, may result from substantive
ambiguities in the law (such that it is unclear whether a given law must be enforced in a given
scenario or against a particular firm, or where it is unclear which state agent is to do the
enforcing), or may be imposed by necessity in derogation of the law (agencies may clearly be
tasked with enforcement but may be selective due to limited resources). To the degree that
discretion controls, the law in practice “will differ markedly from that on the statute books
because the enforcement official is not only enforcing the law but he is making it through his
enforcement decisions.”314
Third, perfect information is virtually never available in the real world. Parties may not
be aware that their legal rights have been undermined; the administrative apparatus may not
enforce every regulation because not every violation will be known to officials. Imperfect
information can result in either optimal or suboptimal outcomes for either the firm or the state.
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Finally, officials’ incompetence and entropy can cause bureaucratic failures.315 The
“self-interest of the administrator generates not only a tendency to rigidity (to minimize the risk
of criticism from superiors), but a systematic likelihood of the nonperformance of some
proportion of the routinely handled tasks of the bureaucracy.”316 Of course, the regulated party’s
self-interest “generates an increased sensitivity to any failure in the individual case, if only
because the expectation of perfect performance by the bureaucrat has been built into the
individual’s strategy of behavior.”317 Firms must form sensible expectations concerning
enforcement.
Webb et al. observe that “[e]ntrepreneurs exploit opportunities in the informal economy
by taking advantage of the imperfections in the enforcement of laws and regulations.”318
Attorneys can craft legal strategies in a similar vein, resulting in heightened market opportunities
for the client, and in turn increasing the likelihood that the advantage thus gained over rivals will
be sustainable. Enforcement flexibilities are particularly prevalent in low rule of law
jurisdictions, so the international firm must readjust its expectations in those places.
3.

Systemic flexibilities

The legal system’s environment is a vital determinant of both its nature and
effectiveness.319 Systemic flexibilities result from the dynamic interrelationships of the
constituent parts of the rule of law process (that is, from the legal system’s interactions with
extra-legal forces), and from the legal system’s defining internal attributes other than
substantive- and enforcement-based flexibilities. At a minimum, systemic flexibilities include:
 Legal uncertainties resulting from the legal system’s interaction with the social/cultural,
economic, and political systems of the country, and with foreign influences;
 The strength (or weakness) of foundational legal sources, such as constitutions;
 The total number of laws and their relative substantive complexities;320
 The rate and extent of change in the law over time;
 The number, complexity and relative powers of legal authorities, both horizontally
(legislative versus administrative versus judicial) and vertically (central versus local
levels of the state);
 The percentage and effect of laws that are not made public;
 The extent to which legal authorities have (and are permitted to have) an interest in the
outcomes of legal questions;321
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 The political vicissitudes of the state; and
 Variations in legal culture throughout the jurisdiction.322
Each of these examples might generate uncertainty in the law, but none of them is a
substantive or enforcement issue. Systemic flexibilities are the most varied type of legal
flexibility and can be the most difficult to recognize, analyze, and exploit.
D. The Fundamental Relationship between Rule of Law Observation and Legal Flexibility
Let us momentarily imagine the “perfect” legal state. By this, we do not imply anything
about its substantive virtues. Rather, the “perfect legal state” functions perfectly, however its
objectives may be defined; it is a legal system perfectly effective at carrying out the enterprises
ascribed to it by the culture it governs. The perfect legal state, in other words, is entirely free of
the three flexibilities we have just seen. The perfect legal state perfectly enforces every law on
every occasion; it can do this because it enjoys perfect (infinite) resources and perfect
information, and because the laws being enforced are crystal clear, free from substantive
ambiguity. Further, the perfect legal system is unaffected by its context, so no systemic
flexibilities inject variations or uncertainties into the legal process.
From the vantage of the perfect system, legal flexibilities amount to “imperfections.” Yet
in practice these “imperfections” present opportunities for significant value capture. The nature
of these opportunities and their prevalence will vary across jurisdictions, as do the optimal
strategies for harnessing them.
Whenever flexibility or discretion exists in the law, the conclusion of any particular legal
question is less than certain prior to its formal resolution. The less assured a legal outcome is,
the greater the opportunity. “[L]aws vary greatly in clarity and so in the opportunity they present
to organizations for negotiation.”323
Part III.C. revealed three categories of legal flexibility: substantive ambiguities, existing
in the language of the laws themselves; enforcement ambiguities, which result from finite
resources, imperfect information, and discretion; and systemic ambiguities, kindled in the
dynamic interrelationships of the constituent parts of the rule of law process. The extent to
which the international lawyer might utilize these flexibilities depends upon just how flexible the
law is. At issue are three variables: the total quantum of flexibilities in a legal system (how
commonly they occur); the nature of the flexibilities (where they occur within the legal system,
and the forms they assume); and the flexibilities’ average scope (just how flexible the
flexibilities are). Legal flexibilities are a question of both degree (the “quantity” of
uncertainties) and quality (the types of risks created). We posit a proportionate, inverse
relationship between (1) the degree to which the rule of law is observed in a given state, and (2)
the degree to which legal flexibility exists in the state. This relationship can be expressed
visually as follows:
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Figure 2: Relationship between the rule of law and legal flexibilities.

All other things equal, then, it is axiomatic that the greater the flexibility there is in a given
state’s legal apparatus, the weaker the rule of law is. States are bound and defined by the five
regions in Figure 2.
Region (1), the vertical dashed line, represents the “natural baseline”—every state will
contain at least this degree of “imperfection” in its legal substance, legal enforcement and
systemic qualities. The law invariably contains a certain minimum degree of flexibility. This
inherent flexibility is the result of two forces we have already encountered. First, no language is
perfectly unambiguous: even when states aspire toward the Coasian ideal of perfectly clear laws
(and especially when they do not), substantive ambiguities are inescapable.324 Second,
enforcement flexibilities will always exist.325 Finite resources, discretion for parties and state
officials, and imperfect information will preclude the perfect enforcement of the laws. A natural
baseline of “imperfection” therefore prevails in all legal systems. Point (A) represents the
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hypothetically “perfect” legal system, in which no flexibilities transpire. Such a state, we have
said, does not exist in the real world.326
Region (2) represents states whose institutions generally tend toward the Coasian ideal—
that is, legal systems that observe the rule of law to a high degree (for example, the United
States). Even high rule of law states contain select flexibilities in their laws and experience some
degree of legal uncertainty.327 In the United States, many substantive ambiguities result from the
political process. Select enforcement flexibilities also exist in the American judiciary:
prosecutorial discretion, an example from criminal law, and settlement during litigation, an
example from civil law. In high rule of law jurisdictions, “social control is primarily the function
of the state and is exercised through law.”328 Social stability “operates chiefly through law, that
is, through the systematic and orderly application of force by the appointed agents.”329 High rule
of law states carry out these functions effectively.
In contrast is the state that routinely builds flexibility into its legal system either to serve
orchestrated political ends or because it can do no differently under the circumstances. These
states are found in Region (3). China is an example of the first type: the Communist Party
ensures that legal flexibility is endemic because control is easier to maintain and carries a
minimal corresponding loss of legitimacy.330 Frequently, as in China’s case, this type of system
revolves around the maintenance of a political monopoly.331 These states reject the Coase
Theorem’s goal of legal clarity since the maximization of private economic activity is not the
principal goal; rather, the political incumbents’ survival is the paramount goal.332 This stands in
contrast to higher rule of law environments, where a stable balance between legal certainties and
legal flexibilities is institutionalized.333 Greatly impoverished states also tend toward the low
rule of law. Legal flexibility in these places may result from poverty (and insufficient resources
for law enforcement), or from the lack of regular political consensus. Ultimately, “[t]he
boundaries of the Fourth World are defined not by poverty but by rule of law or the lack of it.”334
Between the “higher rule of law states” of Region (2) and the “lower rule of law states”
of Region (3), we find the Region (4) states. In isolation these would be low rule of law
jurisdictions, but they are instead “pulled upward” by potent external forces.335 For example, a
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developing nation recently acceded to the World Trade Organization might historically tend to
embrace flexibility, but may now observe the rule of law to a greater degree as a result of the
new external pressure (i.e., its WTO obligations).336 In these states, institutional adaptation is
enabled to accommodate outside forces without undercutting the most entrenched domestic
interests. In eras past, when comparatively little commerce flowed freely between countries,
military domination and colonialism were the primary drivers of Region (4) states. Today,
globalization and its myriad forces define the Region (4) states.
In Region (5), we descend from a low degree of order into societal dysfunctionality.
Region (5) represents the threshold for failed states, in which rule of law observance is so low
that civil society cannot function. Thus, Point (B) on Figure 2 describes the least stable state
likely to sustain a reasonably functional market over time, and Point (C) represents bona fide
anarchy, where the rule of law is literally nonexistent. “Anarchy is social life without law, that
is, without governmental control.”337 Black urges that “[l]ike law … the quantity of anarchy
varies across societies, across the settings of a single society, and across time.”338 These
societies may intend to establish legal order, but are unable to do so.339 At the extreme, countries
characterized by perennial instability are unable to enforce even basic laws. Anarchy renders the
development of organized commerce nearly impossible, so the state cannot effectively raise
revenues or fund services, and the cycle continues.
We have seen that from the state’s perspective, both predictability and flexibility in the
law are needed at once.340 An entirely inflexible law is detrimental to the individual firm,341 yet
a “well-functioning law” seldom makes for legal competitive advantage: without uncertainty,
there can be no entrepreneurship;342 without entrepreneurial activity, the firm is deprived of a
major avenue for creating competitive advantage.343 This topic is considered at length in Part
IV, infra.
E. Defining “The Rule of Law” for International Firms
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The rule of law, then, is the process by which society’s official rules are generated and
implemented. One of the most significant features of this process is the extent to which it
supplies certainties in the content and enforcement of the rules. The greater total flexibility there
exists in a legal system, the lower its rule of law observation is. But something more than the
“degree of legal flexibility” is needed to meaningfully define the rule of law in business terms.
We must again consider the legal system in context.
Let us imagine the total set of all possible value-creating activities in which the firm
could engage. We label this set AT (activities, total). In practice, some subset of these activities
will be prohibited by either law or cost. Effective legal proscriptions exist where a sufficiently
consistent and comprehensive law-enforcement system prevails and the expected penalties for
engaging in the activity exceed the expected gains. Other activities may simply cost too much.
We label these situations AP (activities, prohibited). What remains are the activities plausibly
available to the firm, or AA (activities, available). Expressed quantitatively, we get AT – AP = AA.
Under the Normative Coase Theorem, AA ought to be maximized as a proportion of AT by
(1) permitting most activities (few activities should be illegalized), and (2) implementing
unambiguous and well-enforced laws (risks and transaction costs should be minimized by
enabling all parties to predict accurately the legal ramifications of a given act).
Just as the law may promote economic activity,344 the law can also shift an activity from
the realm of possibility (AA) to the realm of prohibition (AP)—and this may happen to some firms
but not to others.345 The law’s removal of activities from “possible” to “prohibited” can be
accomplished in three ways. First, the law might expressly and credibly prohibit the activity by
its own terms (for example, a law declaring that “it is hereby illegal to sell cocaine,” and
providing serious and credible penalties for the selling cocaine). Second, the law may impose
requirements so onerous that compliance is cost prohibitive (for example, requiring 123 steps to
open a new business). Such requirements do not prohibit the activity expressly, nor are the
requirements unclear. Rather, compliance is simply too costly. The third avenue is through
legal flexibility. Legal flexibilities may psychologically disincentivize the firm from pursuing a
given activity by introducing uncertainties and risks. Legal flexibilities can also raise costs—the
firm must expend resources for lawyers who “transact” with the legal system and thereby
manage the flexibilities. Here, the act of compliance is not the problem; rather, costs are
incurred to determine what constitutes acceptable compliance. Often, legal flexibility affords
multiple legitimate forms of compliance, in which case the firm must also determine which is the
optimal form.
The Coase Theorem counsels that if policy-makers’ paramount goal is to maximize the
country’s total macroeconomic output, the state itself must contribute as few transaction costs as
possible. We do not dispute the validity of this insight as to society, but our subject of interest is
the individual firm. The firm does not care about total macro output per se, so long as the state is
functional and a critical mass of consumers is available. The individual firm cares about
maximizing its profits, which is largely a function of the firm relative to its competitors. From
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the firm’s perspective, a marginal reduction in the country’s macroeconomic output is “worth it”
if the legal flexibility responsible for the reduction can be harnessed to the firm’s net benefit.
From the Coasian perspective, then, legal flexibilities are bad because they can render an
activity cost-prohibitive or unduly risky. But not all opportunities removed from the economic
sphere are deposited into the prohibited realm. The legal and political spheres also hold
opportunities, functioning as a sort of purgatory between the economic marketplace and the
realm of prohibited activities. In low rule of law environments, seemingly prohibited activities
are often still available; they simply require legal dexterity to access. Opportunities shifted to the
legal realm are in fact preserved (albeit with a much-altered appearance) and are perhaps also
amplified (the opportunity’s expected value will rise, all other things equal, as fewer rivals can
access it in its new form).
Every theoretically-possible business activity resides in one of four places: (1) the
economic realm (if transaction costs are nominal such that the opportunity can be accessed with
little thought given to the law); (2) the legal realm (if legal flexibilities impose non-trivial costs
upon the economic activity); (3) the political realm (if lobbying or other political action must be
undertaken in order to pursue the economic activity); or (4) the prohibited realm (AP) (if the
combined costs imposed by the jurisdiction’s institutions exceed the expected value of the
activity). Thus, every available activity (AA) can be expressed as a ratio of the total assets that
must be expended to conduct the activity across the economic, legal and political realms,
respectively. Under the Coase Theorem, the ideal ratio is 100:0:0, where no legal ambiguities
exist, and where all of the firm’s energy can be committed to the economic realm. Legal
flexibilities effectively serve as “detours.” Where no legal flexibilities exist, the firm can
commit all of its resources and attention directly to the economic sphere. All other things
equal,346 the greater the flexibilities (that is, the lower the rule of law in the country), the more of
a detour the firm must take through the legal realm in order to pursue the activity. If the sum of
all the legal flexibilities relevant to the activity becomes too substantial, then the law has
imposed so many costs that the activity can no longer be profitable (and so is relegated to the
prohibited realm). But an activity does not become cost-prohibitive upon the imposition of the
slightest cost. Indeed, most legal flexibilities do not render an activity prohibitive; rather, they
merely necessitate an expenditure of resources in the legal realm as a prerequisite to recognizing
economic value through the activity.347 It follows that E = AA – (L + P), where E is the set of
opportunities available in the economic realm and where L and P are the sets of opportunities in
the legal and political realms, respectively. The firm’s “economic opportunities” consist of
available activities that have not been redirected by legal flexibilities to the legal or political
realms.
These ideas are illustrated as follows:
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Coasian conditions may be best for society at large, but some other set of conditions may
be optimal for a given firm. Some of the Coasian literature implicitly treats transaction costs as
fixed; it assumes that no effort is made by the firm to manage costs at their source. In fact,
transaction costs need not remain fixed—at least, not for every firm. To the degree that an
activity’s path is diverted through the legal sphere, experts in the law—entrepreneurial
lawyers—are needed. The transaction costs associated with legal flexibilities can be shifted
downward by skillful lawyering. Transaction costs are not static; if legal flexibilities create
variable costs and variable risks, then they are susceptible, in part, to the firm’s influence. The
entrepreneurial lawyer dynamically interacts with the sources of these costs, lowering them for
the firm.
For all legitimate activities, some degree of either value capture or risk reduction (or
both) will have to occur by way of the law, or else be irrevocably forfeited. (Even illegitimate
activities must account for the law by eluding it altogether—an exercise which itself imposes
transaction costs.) Legal flexibilities create two barriers to the free availability of an activity.
First, there is an innovation threshold—it can be difficult to discern the options for managing a
legal flexibility. Second, there is the question of how best to manage the flexibility. By
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discerning the optimal management of legal flexibilities, the entrepreneurial lawyer is a cost
manager. The transaction costs from flexible laws may be too high if the firm is unequipped to
cope with them—that is, they may be prohibitively high if the firm confines itself to the
economic realm only, without engaging the legal realm.348
This discussion suggests many ways to define the “rule of law” from the business
perspective. The rule of law is the degree to which state institutions supply (or fail to supply)
certainties in the rules governing economic activity. The rule of law reveals the extent to which
the firm must allocate resources to legal activities in the process of capitalizing upon economic
opportunities. But it also represents a range of opportunities for value creation unique to the
individual firm. It follows that the high rule of law prevails where institutions supply equally
and publicly distributed certainties (security or guarantees—rights, in the lawyer’s parlance), and
the low rule of law exists where institutions are not designed with such an end goal in mind (they
may be designed with any number of alternative priorities in sight).
To the extent that the firm can distinctively harness legal flexibilities, it is said to possess
a legal competitive advantage. Low rule of law places supply fewer institutional certainties, and
thus, the path to economic value diverges to a greater extent into the legal and political realms.
For every degree a legal system is marked by flexibility, it becomes that much more important to
approach the law entrepreneurially.
The law is an institution, and “institutional strategy is not so much concerned with
gaining competitive advantage based on existing institutional structures as it is concerned with
managing those structures.”349 We now turn to the subject of how legal opportunities, once
identified, are best exploited.
IV. LEGAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP: HOW ADVANTAGES IN THE LAW ARE SECURED
Part III revealed the general starting points in the firm’s search for legal competitive
advantage.350 But how does the firm identify specific opportunities? How does the firm best
pursue an opportunity once identified? How can we know whether an opportunity may
potentially become a competitive advantage, rather than a fleeting gain? Part IV answers these
questions with a simple proposition: the firm needs an entrepreneurial lawyer.
A. The Classical Conception of Entrepreneurship
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Like many ideas discussed in this paper, definitions of “entrepreneurship” abound.
Entrepreneurs are those who create business opportunities351 by assuming the risks associated
with uncertainty.352 They “pursue opportunities without regard to the resources they currently
control.”353 In economic terms, “[e]ntrepreneurs are people who are on the alert for
opportunities and ready to exploit them by incurring transaction costs,”354 thereby overcoming
“the constraints to exploiting new knowledge.”355 For some scholars, the entrepreneur’s primary
challenge is uncertainty; for others, innovation.356 Both are crucial to the legal entrepreneur.357
“Uncertainty involves imperfect information about changes.”358 Innovations can arise from
many sources, including unexpected occurrences, incongruities between expectation and reality,
and new knowledge.359 Innovation “is the act that endows resources with a new capacity to
create wealth,”360 and begins with a scan for potential opportunities—the firm must “go out to
look, to ask, to listen.”361
Entrepreneurs are capable of spotting opportunities and acting upon them.362
Opportunities may be recognized (if their existence is obvious), discovered (if their existence is
obscure), or created (if the conditions necessary to the opportunity’s existence can be induced
and brought together by design).363
Understandably, the entrepreneur traditionally has been viewed as a creature of the
economic realm, but “entrepreneurship is by no means confined solely to economic
institutions.”364 Entrepreneurs exists in a wide array of contexts,365 including private, public and
social entrepreneurship;366 political entrepreneurship,367 of which judicial entrepreneurship is a
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variant;368 cultural entrepreneurship;369 and institutional entrepreneurship.370 Part IV.C., infra,
describes and distinguishes legal entrepreneurship, but we should first briefly consider why
entrepreneurship is relevant to our subject at all.
B. The Law as a Competitive Marketplace
The law is a misperceived idea. Law has been romanticized, at least in the West, as a
special realm somehow exempt from the rules applicable elsewhere.371 Firms ought to view the
law for what it is: a marketplace. In some respects, the legal market372 is distinguishable from
the economic realm—law’s distinguished social role necessitates some distinguishing features.
But the law nevertheless remains a marketplace. And like any other market, the legal market
requires an entrepreneurial approach to achieve lasting value.
“Basic differences among legal systems make multinational legal planning and
compliance extremely difficult.”373 The challenges facing global firms “require attorneys to
think more comprehensively and creatively about their work,” and “[t]his shift in thinking has
less to do with the traditional tools of legal analysis (such as interpreting statutes, rules, and
judicial opinions) than with developing a broader perspective on the interaction of different legal,
economic, and political systems. Clearly globalization is making the work of business lawyers
everywhere increasingly … multidisciplinary.”374 This multidisciplinary exercise, if effectively
executed, is legal entrepreneurship.
Managers are challenged “to accurately define the existing boundaries and structure of
[their] competitive arena ….”375 Similarly, an entrepreneur’s “creativity requires both an
understanding of current boundaries and recognition of a possibility for setting new
boundaries.”376 The entrepreneurial lawyer must accurately define the boundaries of her
367
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competitive arena.377 Some domains are better-defined than others.378 In the traditional
economic realm, a “competitive arena may be as broad as an industry or as narrow as a product
market.”379 The precise contours of a legal market can be difficult to describe as they differ by
jurisdiction and time, and by the firm’s unique position within the jurisdiction. The legal market
must ultimately be defined as expansively as is necessary to harness the particular flexibilities of
interest. This expansiveness can encapsulate all of the realms of the rule of law process—legal,
political, economic and cultural.380
As a regulatory institution, the law defines the boundaries of legitimate activity within the
economic sphere.381 The legal realm is also obliged to define its own limits. To the extent it
fails at this, the political apparatus must attempt to define the legal realm ad hoc, or else its
boundaries are left wholly fluid, and transaction costs ensue. In low rule of law jurisdictions,
legal flexibilities preclude the creation of clear and reliable boundaries for the legal sphere. In
this case, the firm must proactively define its position within the legal nebula.382 This is the
purpose of legal entrepreneurship and is the driver of legal competitive advantage.
Regulators are constrained in responding to the firm’s legal maneuvering.383 Regulators
must consider the legal system’s goals and context, as well as its inertia and incumbent
beneficiaries. In response to the firm, regulators may make the law more complex or simple, but
this often unwittingly creates new opportunities for the firm’s legal advantage.384 Often, the
firm’s legal maneuvering will draw no response whatsoever—regulators may not care about the
firm’s activity, may lack the resources (including information) to respond, or may decline to
respond because the opportunity cost is too high (too many more pressing issues exist).
Competing in the legal market is a necessity for international firms. The law can be an
immense source of competitive advantage as it impacts the firm’s access to, and performance in,
the economic sphere. Firms that do not compete in the legal market yield to their rivals this vast
and largely untapped set of opportunities. Unless one’s firm is a law firm, legal activity is a
means to an end: legal activity should bolster the firm’s ability to profit in the economic realm.
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C. The Entrepreneurial Lawyer
1.

The Meaning of Legal Entrepreneurship

A Google search of the term “legal entrepreneur” returns roughly a dozen results. The
terms “legal entrepreneur” and “legal entrepreneurship,” though not widely used, do exist, and
refer to the lawyer who becomes entrepreneurial to better manage a legal business.385 Thus, for
example, in popular usage, a “legal entrepreneur” entrepreneurially recruits clients for a law
firm. These websites originate from the U.S. and U.K., so their shared view of legal
entrepreneurship is understandable: attorneys in high rule of law jurisdictions are not thinking
along the lines proposed here.
We mean something very different by the term “entrepreneurial lawyer.” For us,
entrepreneurship is applied not to the business of law, but to the practice of law. Our framework
is concerned not with recruiting clients, but with how best to achieve strategic outcomes for the
client—in particular, how to harness the law to the client’s competitive advantage. This is
accomplished by the identification and exploitation of the legal flexibilities in Part III.C., supra.
Uncertainty makes entrepreneurship possible,386 and we have seen that legal flexibilities spawn
legal uncertainties. Legal entrepreneurship is best viewed as the process of achieving a
distinctive, sustainable position in the economic market (that is, a competitive advantage) by the
deliberate and innovative exploitation of one or more legal flexibilities.
2.

The Nature of Legal Entrepreneurship

Scholars have recognized that political and regulatory changes can create entrepreneurial
opportunities in the economic sphere, but do not consider entrepreneurial opportunities in the law
itself.387 We propose something more: attorneys can apply the entrepreneur’s fundamental skills
to the unique circumstances of the legal market, harnessing legal flexibilities and the linkages
between law and strategy to craft competitive advantages. While this view expands the role of
the traditional Western counsel,388 global legal leaders are already redefining their position, for
385
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“[c]ourage in international business is the virtue of daring to invent and innovate, abandoning old
business … and pioneering new products and markets, as [the] entrepreneur” does.389 In an era
of highly specialized law practice, this may be a difficult balance to achieve. Still, chief legal
officers, legal strategists, and other legal executives should strive to achieve it.
These ideas are not entirely foreign to the West. For example, Edelman urges that
“[l]aws [containing] vague … language … and laws that provide weak enforcement mechanisms
leave more room for organizational mediation than laws that are more specific, substantive, and
backed by strong enforcement.”390 Karl Llewellyn observed that “[the lawyer’s] eye … is on
manipulating the machinery of the rules for what that machinery can be made to yield.”391 Even
in the U.S., “[a]n advocate … has as his trade to exploit … the uttermost leeway of the available
lines of respectable, honorable, persuasive argument afforded by our going legal order,”392 so “a
case can hope to stand for anything it says … [And yet] a case can [also] hope to be
distinguished down to its narrowest facts and issue.”393 George Stigler notes that firms
everywhere seek regulatory benefits.394 And Douglass North observes that even in high rule of
law places, “[t]o the degree that there are large payoffs to influencing the rules and their
enforcement, it will pay to create” lobbies.395 Although the international realm adds new
complexities to business, not all dimensions of foreign legal systems are foreign to Western
attorneys. The framework proposed here incorporates some Western experiences—like those
above—in addition to addressing the more prominent legal features of low rule of law places.
Even in high rule of law jurisdictions, “spending more resources on litigation can produce
more favorable outcomes for the spenders. If law operated in accord with conventional legal
theory, resources would affect results only in the small minority of cases in which determinative
facts remained undiscovered or the result specified by law was unclear. Yet, resources
consistently produce good or acceptable results ….”396 This phenomenon is magnified in lower
rule of law jurisdictions, where legitimate avenues beyond litigation exist for lawyers to
influence legal outcomes. Legal investments, then, are best made by the retention of
entrepreneurial lawyers.397
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A business’ value will ordinarily be assessed by traditional methods.398 The value added
by an entrepreneurial lawyer can be more difficult to assess because demonstrating causality is a
convoluted exercise in the presence of myriad variables. The law can be an immense source of
competitive advantage to the extent it impacts the firm’s access to or performance in the
economic sphere relative to its rivals. To accurately assess the value of an entrepreneurial
lawyer, the firm must be able to attribute a certain financial success (or some portion of it) to a
particular legal advantage. Legal advantage is often necessary, but rarely is sufficient alone, to
generate economic value. Once the firm has access to an economic advantage, it must still
perform on the “business side” to create value.
What it means to actually exploit a legal opportunity depends upon the nature of the
opportunity. For a substantive flexibility, the lawyer must persuade authorities to embrace the
firm’s interpretation of the law, or at least not to object to the firm’s activities. For an
enforcement flexibility, the lawyer must determine when the firm can act expansively. As to
systemic flexibilities, the lawyer must perceive the influence of extra-legal forces. The
entrepreneurial lawyer systematically seeks out advantages through these flexibilities, manages
them, and attempts to predict emerging opportunities within the law’s shifting landscape.399
3.

The Entrepreneurial Lawyer as Institutional Entrepreneur

The law is a regulatory institution.400 Thus, legal flexibilities are a type of institutional
void, which occur “where [the] institutional arrangements that support markets are absent [or]
weak.”401 Institutions “matter for markets; they enable and support market activity. Where such
institutions are absent or weak … scholars point to the presence of ‘institutional voids,’ realities
that can impact market formation, economic growth, and development.”402 Institutional voids
also “result from the conflict, collision and shift among existing institutions.”403
Institutional entrepreneurs capitalize upon institutional voids.404 “[I]nstitutional
entrepreneurship … encompasses the continuous … re-combination and re-deployment of
likely the case that certain characteristics of law itself, such as predictability, continue to play an important role.” Id.
at 115. We fully agree. See supra Part III (discussing these characteristics).
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different practices, organizational forms, physical resources, and institutions.”405 Thus, the
“[e]xploitation of the regulative uncertainty and the weak rules of laws has arguably become an
important form of entrepreneurship” in jurisdictions like China.406 Institutionalization is a matter
of degree,407 and thus, opportunities for institutional entrepreneurship exist in degrees.
Institutions are of such great importance because “[i]nstitutions, together with the standard
constraints of economic theory, determine the opportunities in a society.”408
When “structural overlaps between spheres expose actors to multiple institutional logics,”
“[s]uch logics can be [viewed] as ‘toolkits’ ….”409 Institutional logics reflect cultural
expectations about “the appropriate means to achieve a given goal in an institutional sphere.”410
When institutions promote multiple contradictory logics, actors must navigate the institutional
contradictions, and can benefit from them.411 Legal ambiguities are analogous to institutional
contradictions. Though legal flexibilities may not be contradictions per se (they can be “mere”
uncertainties), legal flexibilities present similar opportunities for entrepreneurial initiative.
Entrepreneurship in “informal economies” can involve activities that are clearly
illegalized.412 Although the entrepreneurial lawyer may encounter such situations, most
flexibilities do not present clear opportunities to contradict the law. When the law itself is not
expressly clear, it is difficult for one’s activity to constitute an express violation of it.
It seems, then, that the entrepreneurial lawyer proposed here is in many respects similar
to the literature’s institutional entrepreneur. This is unsurprising since “[t]he kinds of
information and knowledge required by the entrepreneur are in good part a consequence of a
particular institutional context.”413 Nevertheless, one significant departure from the literature
exists, and we must note it.
Most scholars define the institutional entrepreneur as one who creates new institutions
altogether, often destroying existing institutions in the process.414 Economic entrepreneurship
YANG, supra note 72 (discussing institutional voids from the sociological perspective and the resulting phenomenon
of double entrepreneurship).
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may require the destruction of existing norms. But legal entrepreneurship, while allowing for
such events, does not require them. Legal entrepreneurship serves to further the firm’s goals
within the economic realm, and is not an exercise for its own sake. Thus, legal entrepreneurship
involves innovation, the joining together of unique resources, opportunity recognition, creativity,
and so forth—many of the characteristics associated with economic entrepreneurship—but it
need not also involve institutional destruction. In the institutional context, “[o]pportunities can
be viewed as the likelihood that an organizational field will permit actors to identify and
introduce a novel institutional combination and facilitate the mobilization of the resources
required to make it enduring.”415 This describes the entrepreneurial lawyer more aptly than one
who necessarily creates or destroys existing legal institutions.
Of course firms can seek to change the content of the law,416 but optimal legal outcomes
are often realized without the expense of lobbying for such changes. It often is preferable for the
law’s substance to remain exactly as the firm finds it, as “fixes” to the law frequently will benefit
rivals as much as the firm. Depending upon their nature and extent, legal flexibilities can serve
the same function as changes to the law’s substance.
Indeed, the entire notion of competitive advantage consists of those things a firm can do
that its rivals cannot. When a law’s flexibilities accommodate the firm’s interests, changes to the
law are not only unnecessary, but are affirmatively undesirable, for changes ordinarily have only
two possible outcomes: to clarify that the firm’s advantage under the former law no longer exists
(that it lacked legitimacy), or to clarify that the firm’s former advantage must be extended to its
rivals (because it was legitimate). In either case, the firm loses its advantage.417 A legal
flexibility is valueless until it is actually harnessed by the firm,418 but a clarification to the law
might guarantee the new value equally.419 For all of their costs, flexible institutions allow for
individual advantages without necessitating the institutions’ destruction.420 Equilibrium and
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stability are thereby preserved. In high rule of law places, lobbying is often the only legitimate
response to an adverse policy. In low rule of law places, favorable legal positions can be
achieved legitimately without changing the law itself, and without extending the favorable
position to rivals.
4.

The Entrepreneurial Lawyer’s Skill Set

Modern global counsel are most effective when they possess fluency in cross-cultural
lawyering, work effectively in teams and with outside counsel, and manage risk well.421 Global
counsel must embrace persistent problem-solving, opportunity orientation, tolerance for
ambiguity and failure, calculated risk-taking, creativity and innovativeness.422
But above all, global counsel must be entrepreneurial.
Entrepreneurial lawyers can recognize opportunities in the law.423 This turns in part upon
why states regulate: to address information inadequacies, minimize externalities, assure the
availability of services, prevent anti-competitive behavior, promote public goods and public
morals, remedy unequal bargaining power, ease scarcity, promote justice and social policy, and
to generally plan.424 We add two more motives for regulation: to promote the concerns of
powerful private interests, and to promote the concerns of political incumbents.425 Just as firms
must manage the uncertainties they find in the law, states seek to regulate uncertainties and
thereby manage societal risk. The better the lawyer understands officials’ motives, the better the
starting point she will have to anticipate and identify opportunities for legal advantage.426
The entrepreneurial lawyer must be culturally astute, or “globally literate.”427 “Global
literacy is a state of seeing, thinking, acting, and mobilizing in culturally mindful ways.”428
Globally literate leaders are one of the scarcest resources in international business today.429
populace as a whole, while secondary rules are “rules which authorize the creation, change, interpretation, and
enforcement of the primary rules”).
421
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Thus, the entrepreneurial lawyer must work effectively outside of the legal system, in the other
realms of the rule of law process.
The entrepreneurial lawyer develops relationships with legal decision-makers,
particularly in lower rule of law environments.430 A “key aspect of institutional entrepreneurship
in emerging markets is the capacity of actors to build networks and alliances ….”431 The
institutional entrepreneur is a skilled social actor,432 for legal theory will always yield to political
reality when power is at stake. These skills are also crucial to the entrepreneurial lawyer.433
“The interaction between business and government is an interaction between people,” so “it is
important to understand the institutional setting in which decision-makers operate.”434 Legal
decision-makers are in essence the entrepreneurial lawyer’s “customers,” and “firms can achieve
a competitive advantage by influencing consumers’ preferences rather than responding to
them.”435 The degree to which entrepreneurs have access to a jurisdiction’s elite can profoundly
influence their likelihood of success.436 Gaining such access requires cultural astuteness.437
Other things equal, an entrepreneur can lower transaction costs as his reputation grows.438
Acquiring and interpreting information are also vital skills.439 Managers’ key functions
“are all tasks in which there is uncertainty and in which … information must be acquired.”440
Information is necessary to lowering both costs and risks. The entrepreneurial lawyer can lower
transaction costs441 with the right kinds of information—both “skill-based” information (legal
430
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knowledge), as well as unique factual knowledge that is not widely publicized (obtained through
one’s connections).442
Global counsel must be sophisticated risk managers443—a skill correlated with
entrepreneurship.444 The entrepreneurial lawyer can benefit by collaborating with others on risk
management.445 We have seen that many legal uncertainties generate risks. But uncertainty and
risk can be reduced through the firm’s own entrepreneurial initiative; thus, uncertainty “will
affect [the firm] only to the extent that managerial resources are unavailable to deal with it.”446
Not all uncertainties constitute risks,447 though many do. Legal risk is a function of the
potential sanctions that might accompany a given course of action (or inaction)448 as well as the
level of performance that a rule demands from the firm.449 The entrepreneurial lawyer manages
these risks through continuous learning and refinement. “Entrepreneurship is ‘risky’ mainly
because so few of the so-called entrepreneurs know what they are doing. They lack the
methodology. They violate elementary and well-known rules … But … entrepreneurship need
not be ‘high-risk’ … [I]t needs to be based on purposeful innovation.”450
The entrepreneurial lawyer must be flexible and adaptive: by definition, uncertainty
pervades his environment.451 This is particularly true in lower rule of law jurisdictions, where
higher degrees, more complex combinations, and more varied sources of uncertainty exist.452
D. The Law as a Source of Competitive Advantage
1.

Sustainability of Legal Competitive Advantages

Most prior discussions of the law’s role in competitive advantage take for granted the
“high rule of law.”453 Under these conditions, “the law” is taken to mean unambiguous rules that
are consistently enforced and equally applied to everyone, and thus the nature of “legal
advantage” is limited to lawyers who know the (well-defined) rules, accept their (well-defined)
boundaries, and attempt to innovate within their (well-defined) contours. From the standpoint of
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legal innovation, the high rule of law environment is a unidimensional, relatively small space;454
high rule of law institutions supply firms with constants rather than with variables along most of
the system’s relevant parameters.
The practical trouble, as we have seen, is that most of the world does not operate under
high rule of law conditions. Most international firms will encounter conditions far more flexible.
The global entrepreneurial lawyer works in a series of multi-dimensional spaces.
If all jurisdictions adhered to the Coasian ideal of unambiguous, equally applied and
well-enforced laws, there would exist very few opportunities for competitive legal advantage,
even though specific legal rules differ greatly from place to place.455 This follows from the
nature of high rule of law systems: once a lawyer successfully innovates, the high rule of law
system will, by definition, institutionalize the new maneuver—will, by definition, legitimize the
innovation, memorializing it and making it available equally to all firms.456 Legal advantages
crafted in high rule of law environments are ephemeral, for they quickly become transparent and
imitable.
The essence of competitive advantage is a condition favorable to the firm that is
simultaneously outside the reach of its competitors. If the law is to represent a sustainable
source of competitive advantage, the advantage must exist in some feature of the legal system
other than “lawyers competing on an equal plane.” The advantage, whatever its nature or source,
must not be easily imitable.457
“Causal ambiguity creates barriers to imitation.”458 In other words, “the most effective
barriers to imitation are achieved when competitors do not comprehend the competencies on
which the advantage is based.”459 Causal ambiguity is generated by tacitness (skills gained
through experience), complexity (having a large number of interdependent skills and assets), and
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specificity (the transaction-specific skills required for the task at issue).460 The most potent
barriers to imitation arise when several of these forces create ambiguities together.461
A legal system’s greatest fount of causal ambiguity is its flexibility. For a legal system to
afford the deepest and most significant competitive advantages, the very system itself must be in
play; the set of opportunities must be largely unbounded, and innovations must not automatically
be institutionalized. On average (or in a given instance, anyway), high rule of law conditions
must not hold. Both the quantity and quality of opportunities for legal entrepreneurship vary
inversely with the degree to which the rule of law is observed.462 This is not to say that firms
should necessarily wish for low rule of law conditions (though in some instances they might
rationally do so). Rather, firms should look at the potential benefits, and not only at the risks, to
realistically assess a jurisdiction’s attractiveness as a business venue.
Two features, then, render the high rule of law jurisdiction a less appealing market for
legal entrepreneurs: the total set of potential opportunities for legal advantage is circumscribed,
and a legal innovator’s success is far more readily neutralized. Where the high rule of law
prevails, competitors need not learn to innovate; they need only learn to imitate. In the high rule
of law environment, an initial innovation creates a legal possibility, which upon its success
invariably becomes a legal rule, thereafter to be utilized by anyone whose lawyer can copy. The
innovation will initially create an advantage, but its exclusivity will fade as quickly as it
appeared. With so many fewer dimensions at play, lawyers in high rule of law jurisdictions can
learn to imitate quickly. It is true that attorneys’ skillfulness can shape legal outcomes in high
rule of law environments,463 and that legal advantages can (temporarily) be achieved—but fewer
flexibilities exist from which causal ambiguities might be bred. Continual reinvestment is
needed in the firm’s ambiguous sources of advantage; this reinvestment should target “people
with tacit knowledge [who can] utilize that knowledge in other activities ….”464 Entrepreneurial
lawyers are a necessary and profitable investment for the international firm.465
Beyond rivalry, institutional advantages are also threatened by the changing nature of the
institution itself. For an established legal competitive advantage, there is always the risk that
authorities will change the law. This cannot be avoided but can be managed. The law is
dynamic and will constantly fluctuate, or it will soon be replaced by a system capable of
adaptation, or by lawlessness. Legal strategies must evolve as the law does.
2.

First Mover Advantages in the Legal Market
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We have said little about the timing of new legal strategies. A “first mover” is “the first
firm to (1) produce a new product, (2) use a new process, or (3) enter a new market.”466 First
movers can achieve cost and differentiation advantages.467 Among other benefits, first movers
can preempt scarce resources and establish entry barriers for later firms.468 Legal
entrepreneurship enables these advantages—and more.
One may think that since low rule of law jurisdictions generally do not institutionalize
strategic legal innovations (a fact that does tend to promote the sustainability of advantages),
timing is inconsequential. Yet timing is important, even in low rule of law places. Once an
agency makes “an exception”469 for a given firm, at least two factors make subsequent
exceptions for other firms less likely. First, every exception an agency grants will raise its
monitoring and enforcement costs. And second, to the extent that firms are treated differently
under the same rule, the agency may risk losing legitimacy. Whether and to what extent these
concerns actually materialize will vary according to the firm, jurisdiction, context, and time. The
fact that the firm first secures a favorable legal position may bolster its competitive advantage:
the state becomes incrementally less likely to apply similar benefits to the firm’s rivals.
Rivals may respond to an advantage by imitating it, by assessing that the advantage is not
worth the trouble, or by attempting but failing to imitate because of the advantage’s
complexity.470 “Maintainability of a first mover advantage is based primarily upon limiting
imitability.”471 Imitability comprises many factors including causal ambiguity, the preemption
of scarce resources, the rival’s awareness of the innovation, and the competitiveness of the
industry.472 Effective entrepreneurial lawyers will establish legal advantages speedily.
Firms confront three options when addressing uncertainty: the firm can delay acting until
the uncertainty is resolved, can act by focusing its resources, or can act by spreading its resources
to account for future contingencies, thereby maintaining its own flexibility.473 “Since strategy is
concerned with the future, the strategic context of a firm is always uncertain, although different
firms face differing degrees of uncertainty.”474 Entrepreneurial lawyers can reduce the firm’s
uncertainties, effectively simulating a high rule of law experience in a low rule of law
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environment.475 Still, utilizing a legal flexibility can require time, so the entrepreneurial lawyer
must be both patient and aggressive.
The firm can either endure legal risks passively, or it can attempt to manage them. The
“wait and see” option is a disadvantageous approach to legal uncertainty. Rarely are legal
uncertainties definitively resolved in low rule of law places. Legal uncertainties in these
jurisdictions are either deliberately built into the system (e.g., China), or are imposed by
conditions that are resistant to easy change (e.g., many impoverished nations). Firms cannot
passively wait for legal uncertainties to be resolved. This is unlike high rule of law jurisdictions,
where uncertainties are resolved publicly and for the sake of predictability. All other things
equal, the earlier a firm can establish competence in the legal market, the better.476
3.

The Essence of Competitive Legal Advantage: The Firm’s High Rule of Law Experience
in a Low Rule of Law Environment

Much of the Coasian literature assumes uniformity in the degree to which legal
flexibilities discourage economic activity, but this simplifying assumption is made to
accommodate the macroeconomic vantage. In reality, the extent to which flexible laws
discourage economic actors is a subjective measure.477 Some firms—those more tolerant of risk
and those with entrepreneurial lawyers—will find lower rule of law jurisdictions more profitable
than the Coasian ideal. With competitive legal advantages in place, the firm can experience a
low rule of law environment as though it is a high rule of law place, while the firm’s rivals
continue to experience the jurisdiction as it exists for the average actor. Thus, the firm’s risk
trajectory can be altered while those of its rivals follow the expected path. Figure 4 illustrates
these ideas:
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Figure 4: The entrepreneurial lawyer adds value to the firm.

While the Coase Theorem’s prescription of unambiguous laws may optimize a society’s
macroeconomic output, such conditions do not necessarily favor a given individual firm. For the
adroit firm, low rule of law jurisdictions can present even more profitable scenarios than the
Coasian ideal—precisely because the law, if it is sufficiently flexible, can serve as a source of
competitive advantage. From the individual firm’s perspective, the question is not simply the
prevalence of transaction costs. Instead, the firm must consider both the costs and expected
returns—the potential net gain, should competitive advantages be achieved.478 Both sides of the
equation must be considered; the entrepreneurial lawyer can change the equation by lowering
costs and increasing the firm’s legal standing relative to rivals.
Recall our ratio from Part III.E., supra: E = AA – (L + P). A firm’s economic
opportunities consist of all available activities (those that are not cost-prohibitive and that do not
exceed the firm’s personal threshold for risk tolerance) which have not been removed to the legal
478
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or political realms. By better managing legal flexibilities (L), the firm can reduce its legal costs
and discover new competitive advantages, which in turn enlarges the firm’s economic
opportunities (or the value of its activities in the economic realm, E). For any jurisdiction, a
“baseline” ratio of economic, legal and political opportunities (as well as available and
prohibited activities) can be crafted; such a baseline ratio represents the trajectory of the firm that
passively accepts the costs associated with legal flexibilities. To the extent the firm’s
entrepreneurial lawyer favorably alters the firm’s ratio compared to the baseline figure, the firm
has achieved competitive legal advantage.
Every firm would benefit under the Coasian ideal, as each firm would encounter fewer
transaction costs on average than under flexible institutions. But such benefits would be shared
equally by all firms. In low rule of law environments, the average firm can expect to encounter
higher transaction costs than it would in a Coasian environment. Society’s macroeconomic
output will be lower than under Coasian conditions. But this does not mean that every firm will
encounter higher transaction costs in the low rule of law jurisdiction. The costs of uncertainties,
emanating from legal flexibilities, are distributed unevenly, just as the potential benefits of
flexible laws are disbursed unevenly. Several factors drive economic success under flexible
institutions. The most important of these is the skill of the entrepreneurial lawyer.
All legal flexibilities share this in common: it is impossible for the firm to be literally
certain about its treatment under a flexibility prior to engaging in the activity at issue. If this is
false, then the law in question is not a flexibility, but is by definition a constant—a certainty. For
any legal question ultimately governed by a flexibility, the firm must act under some degree of
uncertainty, or else take no action at all. But as we have seen, a passive approach to the law is
seldom beneficial, and will never result in legal competitive advantage. The firm must be
willing to take sensible risks in order to achieve competitive advantages in the law. The
entrepreneurial lawyer can greatly reduce these risks. The firm’s skill at managing legal risk is
equal to the degree of “legal confidence” with which the firm can take a given course of action.
As Figure 4 illustrates, the degree to which the firm successfully manages its legal risks
represents the entrepreneurial lawyer’s contribution to the firm’s value. By effectively managing
its legal risks, the adroit firm will experience a low rule of law jurisdiction as though it is a
higher rule of law jurisdiction. When the firm does this and its competitors cannot, the firm
achieves legal competitive advantage.
V. CONCLUSION
The law itself can serve as a source of competitive advantage. The “rule of law”
describes the realm of opportunity the firm has to harness the law to its competitive advantage.
Thus, the “rule of law” is best defined from the business perspective. Three types of flexibility
exist in every legal system (substantive, enforcement, and systemic flexibilities), and each type
can be used to craft legal competitive advantage. The “rule of law,” then, is the degree to which
a legal system reallocates opportunities from the economic realm to the legal realm.
In order to identify and exploit opportunities for legal competitive advantage, a new type
of attorney is required: the entrepreneurial lawyer. The entrepreneurial lawyer approaches the
law as a marketplace, much as the traditional entrepreneur approaches the economic market. By
harnessing legal flexibilities in each jurisdiction, the entrepreneurial lawyer crafts sustainable
competitive advantages for the client.
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Riskier jurisdictions (that is, low rule of law places) present greater opportunities for
legal competitive advantage than their higher rule of law analogues. While the Coase Theorem’s
prescription of unambiguous laws may optimize a society’s macroeconomic output, such
conditions do not necessarily favor a given individual firm. For the adroit firm, low rule of law
jurisdictions can present even more profitable scenarios than the Coasian ideal.
This article has connected the rule of law, the law as a source of competitive advantage,
and legal entrepreneurship to propose a different view of legal strategy. We hope that this
framework will serve as a useful starting point as international firms work to integrate strategy
and the law. Many avenues for future research exist, and we hope to contribute to the
framework’s future development.
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